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SUZOHAPP Launches Personal Protection Line to Help Casinos 

and Amusement Centers Meet Reopening Guidelines 

 

MOUNT PROSPECT, ILLINOIS, April 28, 2020 – SUZOHAPP – a leading technology company with over 50,000 

gaming, amusement, sports betting, lottery and bingo products for operators and OEMs – has launched a 

new line of products, the Personal Protection Line, aimed at helping casinos and amusement centers meet 

new regulations so they can reopen and operate safely.  

 

As stay-at-home restrictions are beginning to lighten, new guidelines have been announced on how 

businesses can reopen. These guidelines include having all entrants get their temperatures taken, wear face 

masks, and follow heightened hygiene and sanitization protocols. In order to facilitate these guidelines, 

SUZOHAPP has launched the Personal Protection Line for operators to get the majority of these products 

from a single partner, allowing them to save on shipping costs, and get products right away so they can 

reopen as soon as the restrictions are lifted in their state. Products from this line include disposable masks, 

gloves, hand sanitizer, hand wipes, sanitizing equipment, thermometers and unique temperature sensors, 

social distancing stanchions, and more. 

 

Particularly unique to this line is the Face-Detection Thermometer Module. This tablet-style device allows for 

entrants to simply walk up to the screen, have their temperature taken, and get scanned into a facility. This 

device will signal an alarm in less than a second if it senses an abnormal temperature. As temperature 

checking will now be a requirement in the US, SUZOHAPP believes this device will help facilities meet the 

requirement without being invasive and without requiring staff to come in close contact with customers, 

thereby keeping them safe. When paired with the accompanying access gate, this process can be entirely 

self-service increasing safety for everyone. Its unique and pleasing design is also not quite as foreboding as 

other metal-detector like models that have similar outputs. 

 

SUZOHAPP has aimed to “Simplify Your Sourcing” for over 30 years by having the widest array of products 

specifically catered to serve the gaming and amusement industry which has been hard-hit during the COVID-

19 pandemic. Sourcing the variety of products that are included in this product line is difficult since the 

demand is very high across all industries and requires manpower that many of these businesses don’t have 

right now given the furloughs and layoffs that they’ve had to enact. Sim Bielak, Global President of Gaming 

and Amusement said “We recognize that every day that the casinos and amusement centers stay closed 

costs them greatly. We hope to get our customers one step closer to reopening and making the reopening 

process easier by offering everything you need from a partner you can trust.” 
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About SUZOHAPP  

 

SUZOHAPP is a technology company providing software and hardware for cash handling 

automation and self-service solutions to more than 25,000 customers throughout the world. 

SUZOHAPP’s technology enables automation for customers operating in a variety of end markets, 

including retail, transportation, gaming, banking, vending and amusement. SUZOHAPP’s solutions 

include cash deposit, recycling, processing and payment systems as well as a broad range of self-

service component technologies. The brands of SCAN COIN, Comestero, CashComplete™ and 

Coinco are united under the SUZOHAPP Company. SUZOHAPP’s more than 1,100 employees 

operate in 19 countries and its dealer network covers more than 100 countries. More information 

is available at www.suzohapp.com. SUZOHAPP is owned by affiliates of ACON Investments, L.L.C., 

a Washington, D.C.- based international private equity investment firm that has responsibility for 

managing approximately $5.5 billion of capital. For more information, visit 

www.aconinvestments.com.  
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